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Opening Sermon

All praise to the age of names.  The cultivated mouths of men.  Mouths formed to rule

that one thing that ought to be like this: warm, postglacial, grassland hunting and

herds upon herds quaking tonsils.  Mouths drawn by energy or the Maytag pulse of a

hurricane’s middle.  Each pale altus bears rain and agriculture fat as a sow.  Glory

to the syllables that all stack to a question of entry.  The Calibri posed they contorts

into language structures that bob for Gala apples or kiss the cook at BBQs. Blessed

be the rooms, strange and hungry, with doors and chairs as common as birds.  Here,

the soft familiar is piped into the body to go into grammar, like cake on Wednesday

nights, Pepsi on Monday nights and ice-cream on Sunday nights.  Kneel for the

sentences that stack in these rooms as sandbags, as pyramids of cheerleaders, damp

and pornographic.



Deciding on a Theme

Beyond the window: flesh rock and hunger; moon dust and stems taking place.  The

hot lump of machines, native in the native air, ruin into head gaskets and steam an

anthem loose amidst the swelter.  The men in the room talk about the glitter of stores,

line-ups down the block, the geometry of lawns and concrete filling.  The men

continue, wondering what they will find in flood, storm and riot, and what this

tremendous surface will reveal.  Surface, their hearts thundering: absolute desire.  One

man turns to the others.  He has just walked in the door but heard the whole thing.

His face is a flat sea.  Out of his mouth comes, “the constellations are different here.

I see an image of an engine, fifty seven Chevy, or whole crowds, strange, alien, yet

familiar flesh – all walking – just necks, cheeks.”  The men looked all to be projected

onto the same screen.  A red scene of bodies turning on the gas.  A plump juvenile

hand reaches for the knob.  There are tall orange clouds outside.  Choose one of these

phrases: “an unknown hotel” ...“I’m too old for this shit” ...“no more roads.”

or

There is a snow capped volcano in the air some twenty miles from here.  At its base,

there is a tent full of antibiotics.  The dugouts around the tent roar of the moment, of

our decisions, of our small lawns at home.  Inside the tent four people stand.  One

person is lying down.  Choose one of these images: a lobster sullen and resigned; a

wood lot; just a suit.  Just then, after you choose an image, a person appears in the

door: long-legged, tall, and with a weight of bone.  This person mentions “isn’t” and

the smell of wood smoke stops everything.  This then becomes more than the people

in the tent felt or saw.  A simple ego, a body, to which anything can happen, like a

brick.  Too obvious to say.

One aging well rounded person leaves the tent.  Three remain.  For the rest, pronouns

set into their mouths, locusts to honey, or an image that would be less cliché.  A

generation’s mark.  A world of things.  You.  In yourself.  I think myself.  A sort of

shrinking.

The scene breaks up geometrically.  Two cumulous clouds break in the heat.  The

movement is less narrative than you think.  The person lying down shifts his eyes

among the pinups and notices conversion charts and skills.  So little to be said of any

of it.



or

Once again, solar day, lunar night.  You perceive this but have no way of knowing for

certain.  One person stands in a room with you.  The room is actually a staircase.  There

is nothing symbolic about the two of you standing here.  You are waiting to be let into

a room at the top of the stairs.  The room you are in is a quiet staircase.  Rain pelts

outside.  You think it’s dawn.  The figure standing three steps above you is mostly dark.

This figure is standing directly in front of the door you are waiting to enter.  The door

casts one rectangular pillar of light against the figure’s neck, torso, and feet.  The door

imagines itself here, stuck to beige wool, closer to the chest than to the hand.  Motions

buckle the light which is now a projection of a door which is now your only glimpse

inside the room.  In this light, the figure, now just two steps above you, is a picture of

warmth, long loaves of bread close to the oven.  Slender butter tempting sun.  You

think that the husk is symbolic of the human body.  You quickly think of updating this

image and replace husk with Oreo.  You imagine eating time like a body.



Decision:  Water Room

Weather is followed to a gate.  The gate opens.  The now of a room.

There is a stereo in the room.  An air conditioner dithers between the walls.

You move in a chair.  Something is being made.  The wall is ‘so called.’  You decide to

select the phrase: “What shall I do with my senses in the experience of collapse?”  Past

the sill you see a person, an activity in the production of its own experience.  The

experience is nothing like the person.  You look again.  The person is in front of you,

clear, open as air.  Across your eyes there is but the glint of flesh, then subway routes,

then bubble print and intestines.  If the city has roots, they are in filth.  These ten

syllables pass across your mind at the exact moment another person, one you cannot

see but hear above you, is walking across the roof which is also a garden.  Both of

these moments you are recovering at leisure, waiting.  There is no plot, no chronicle of

events, no logic of discourse but two themes: the lack of adequate instillation and the

architecture of windows at ground level.  In what must be a momentary rest, the

person above you stops moving.  You hear only bass, low and thunderous.  The bass

continues for well over five minutes.  Ribs in-between power cables.  Thumbs

accordion tin cans.  Puppets careening to the left.  These are the images you get when

listening to the sound.  At some point you hear words as multitudes of ants across a

dry carcass.  This is like being outdoors, these words, but remember that you are still

sitting in a chair, still.

You decide upon which of two lines you hear, “...in the trees, the sound, sea through

the horizon...” or ...“they make gloves, to garden, to protect your manicure...”  In each

instance, regardless of what message you hear, you wait for the things that should

come.  A lexicon perhaps, or how to dominate and lure orbital pulls of bodies

confessing  an existence.  This is your obligation: a supposed destination atop foldout

chairs, brown and level.  You notice the stench of the room during your concentration

upon the chair.  The stench is mimetic: the field and streets outside, the garden above.

Roots detour, routes whimper.  You quickly recognize this wordplay and wonder,

again, of your senses collapsing, of what to do.  These are the days, flat and round

visible standing water, parallel to the lawn.



The subject arrives.  The subject’s hood is removed.  A linguist is present.

Four walls make up the room.  Three of the walls smell of jip rock and new plastic.

Shadowy gesticulations on the lawn.  Of two arms cupping lakes that hover in the

subject’s mind and in the July dusk.  Ulna juts. The shores are flexors, long and

profundus, rounded with eminence.  Qom in one; Tharthar in another.  A thick

crustacean lounges in the shale.  Most of the lakes are unknown to us.  The water with

its private value; larval undercurrents unfolding with grace and seasons.  The lakes and

arms sense a leaving and doubtful eclipse.  Too many imaging systems; too many

surplus spines.  The hollow of a shadow that flees.  The arms hold the lakes briefly,

manically, as if each torso were charting a way in or a way of.  This is then what we

must have come to call floating – ripples contained within a slender set, gentle uplifts,

the swill of juice and then sinking under expanse.

On the lawn each lake takes a turn.  Glaciation pixelates then ruptures into night.  The

spaces between arms twitch, then hold, then tire.  Water is here.  Black and teeming.

Cradled and warm then thundering atop green.  There is a wind.  A touch of sea.  Gulls

rudder for balance.  The subject continues arms into lakes.  You forget the body if not

for the throat: upturned driftwood long and wet.  Piano wires taught under rain.  Globs

of lake baritone echo.  Whole furnaces between lung and mouth roaring against the

Gulf.  The welts inside are of water atop water.  The round the clock drown.  The

cistern.  The State.  The landscape is plot.  Concrete then lawn then concrete.  I will

bring you to some water lost in your memory.  Lips as slender lakes; teeth as cool sea-

mammal piles, unreasonable, reckless, yet serious in the hunt.



This is a rapport building session

If there are gorges in the mountains, isn’t it because the wind long ago spoke there?

Such are the winds, animalized, overworked elements, tired of their tasks in the

mountain gorge.  It is better to think of the howling in this way, that the air of the

world makes both the tree and the man speak, mixing all the forests and orchard rows.

How can we live anywhere but at this summit of synthesis?  You do not live there yet.

You are with me, in here, just the two of us, our eyes and words.  Have you ever

noticed that there exists a freighting resemblance between the look of lakes and that

of human pupils?  The water which is sleeping all black in the pond, the fire which is

sleeping beneath the ashes, all the air of the world which is sleeping in a fragrance – all

these sleeping beings (dormants) bear witness, by sleeping so well, to an interminable

dream.

I dream of your words and I know you do too.  You see, all that I have learned about

words is that when they took human flesh, they must also have taken a human soul

and a human mind.  For to move the limbs of the body at one moment, and at the next

to hold them still; to feel some emotion and then not to feel it; at one instant to utter

words which convey an intelligible meaning, and at the other remain silent – all these

characteristics show that there is a possibility of change in the mind and in the soul.  I

am going to put my hands on you now.  Just respirate.  Both of us will respirate, until a

wind comes, tired and bawling.



The subject drinks a bottle of water.  The linguist takes a break.

The room is beginning to fill up with objects: plywood, felt markers and smut mags.

Sleep considers fluorescent.  Jumpsuits are among the clouds, gliding, the roar of

toneless constant.  In each centigrade prism the seductive option of answering “no”

belly crawls across grammar for OUR.  Its oort cloud convection prattles light rain atop

plenty iguanas.  Names ornament in heat as swollen and ample papayas.  Stag antlers

are on the wall.  Names on schedule.  The room is dug in somewhere obviously very

hot.  It is the middle of the day.  Very light and very hot.  The way the subject utters,

yes please, sinks your battleship.  The wreckage as floating figs or slack lip exercises

drooling atop fauna as pungent humidity.  Drones are sent to comb the fluids and a

plunged soprano is heard: Drink water or wear it.  The phrase jangles like shellfish

gathering on Mesolithic floodplains or six palms gently applauding.  Water swells

anatomy’s curvature aping the hues of inside.  The subject is tranquil before the

tranquil water.  Cheeks and capillaries puff-up: blush dingys in glacial milk.  Vein

sounds roar in a throng of areas: the face of a clock, cliff, card or crystal.  The head an

army, table, page, bed or ship.  The teeth of cogs or combs; the lips or pitchers or

craters.  The tongue of shoes, board joints, or railway ties.  The whole room is wet.  The

phrase, “Well, what is it like?” scrunches briefly in a fissure then gyrates across the

depths.  The subject is in the mist of a touching experience and begins to taste

swimming as a child.  The licked tin of too many gags, the peat cool of a tattered chin

in lazy ponds, or the  tender rank of a body, squid-like and solitary in the tide.  The

subject is naked in both occurrences – pulling the liquid west.



The subject refuses water.  The linguist explains the effects of deprivation.

The room empties of all objects.  Two of you remain.  You decide on a theme.

You wait.  Everything is in repose.  Time is suspended.  Time no longer has any

yesterday and no longer any tomorrow.  The subject has already dreamed of you.

Time is engulfed in the double depth of the dreamer and the world.  You are an image

within the subject of New Jersey turnpikes and silicone breasts.  Everything is dreamed

first: a cafeteria, an all you eat buffet, a low circular wall, the motionless inhabitants,

lucid, marvellous and hallucinating fragrance on the other hand.  The subject’s words

become the names of the world.  The subject has accessed the capital letter.  In the

next session, The Little Holds the Big on a Leash.



This is a rapport building session

Let me give you an example of better position for you and your family.  You will only

win this by adherence to an environment of the world.  Today we are outside, the sub-

Sahara, in the open air.  We will take this example, a method called, “autogenous

training.”  It is a question of teaching you the certainties of good breathing again.  In

the States, we are trying to induce good breathing again as breathing often becomes, a

sort of cell that one languishes.  Now, raise and lower yourself while breathing.  In

normal cases it is sufficient to use the formula “breathe calmly.”  When you do so, your

respiratory system can acquire such a degree of interior that one can say “I am all

breathing,” or “it breathes me.”  In other words, the world comes to breathe within

you; you will participate in good breathing of the world; you are plunged into a

breathing world.  Everything breathes in the world.  The good breathing which is going

to cure you of your asthma, of your anguish, of your guilt, is this kind of human

breathing.  A breathing of when you were a child; a breathing that I will tell you how to

perform.  But first you must breathe, as a man breathes, by chasing its breath away

from itself.



The subject requests a head break then requests a bathroom break.  Only one is given.

The linguist moves into the corner of the room.

At this point, the man’s face is mathematic.  There are lip twists, puckers and long held

ovals just inches from his mouth.  The room is clean and intact.  Cinematography of

well fed arms gesture later and when I say so.  Firepower leans in the corner; faith lines

labyrinth.  There is no blood; no foul – just the acoustics of muscle.  It is now the time

to chat.  The day has reached this point.  Floating ribs rummage amongst the

capillaries.  Insteps xylophone across the room.  The air is logical, well cared for, and

smells of Glade’s Moonlit Walk and Wandering Stream.  This is the system.  A

brightness begins obedience.  A quick nudity.  The gentle movements of gardening.

Things are beginning to heat up.
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NOTES

063 acknowledges The Poetics of Reverie by Gaston Bachelard;

Confessions by Saint Augustine; Pessoa’s July by Christine Stewart;

documents obtained on aclu.org.

063 would also like to make it clear that the Government of British

Columbia had no part in the creation of this work.






